Non-Perforated KleenWrap/KleenRunner Installation Instructions
Rolls of KleenWrap marked with an N on one or both ends have not been micro-perforated. Neither
KleenWrap nor KleenRunner have any adhesives on them. KleenRunner is clearly printed as Breathable MicroPerforated or Non-Perforated.
This product can be used to protect concrete and other floors when you need a thin, tear resistant, moisture
resistant material that does not need to be breathable. It can be used to protect subfloors, unfinished or finished
hardwood floors, stone, tile, carpet, DUROCK or sheetgoods. Your concrete contractor can confirm if and
when it is okay to use this product to protect recently poured floors. KleenWrap and KleenRunner are also
available micro-perforated for breathability.
Simply cut a strip to length to fit the shorter dimension of the area you want to protect. Use the 2 inch wide
KleenWrap Tape to immediately seal down the ends and the outside edge of the initial strip if you are using it
to protect concrete. This tape has a serrated edge to make it easy to tear by hand. The KleenWrap Tape is a
thick, high tack rubber adhesive tape that will do a great job of sealing the overlapped edges long term.
Please note: This tape has not been tested on any finish flooring. You should use whatever other tape or means
you have used successfully in the past to secure the KleenWrap material to any finish flooring. This tape may
leave some residue on concrete. If this is a concern, particularly if you are going to be staining the concrete, use
another tape or means to secure the KleenWrap to the concrete. Never cover any wet or damp floors with
any KleenWrap or KleenRunner product. That excessive moisture will be trapped underneath the material.
Roll out and cut subsequent strips to length. If covering an entire room or large area, overlap the edges, using
the 4” wide mark printed on the edge of the KleenWrap. Again, immediately tape the overlapped edges of the
material onto the next strip of KleenWrap with the KleenWrap Tape. If the concrete floors or the material are
wet or have dirt or dust on them, you will not get effective adhesion of the tape. Please always make certain the
concrete floors where the tape will be applied and the edges of the KleenWrap are clean and dry for the best
possible long term tape adhesion. With a framed slab, staple the ends and the outside edge to the floor plates.
On rough concrete, tape adhesion will be impossible. Use the KleenWrap Tape to seal the overlap edges of the
strips of the KleenWrap itself. Wood strips or some other means can be used to hold down the outside edges.
When the job is finished, simply remove the KleenWrap. Because it is 100% poly, it can be recycled.
Depending on the application, if it has not become too dirty to reuse, you may want to fold it back on itself so
the dirty sides face each other and then roll it back on the roll to keep it in good shape for use somewhere on
your next project. Note that removing any tape may remove the thin film between the layers of mesh creating
holes. Leave the tape in place or overlap and re-tape the edges for the best moisture resistant results.
CAUTION: If installed KleenWrap has snow or ice on it, be very careful as it can become slippery!
Protect the investment in this floor protection product by avoiding unnecessary damage to the product
caused by dragging lumber and other building materials, especially with any protruding nails or sharp
edges, across the floor. Any damage can be repaired with KleenWrap Tape.
Even though Non-Perforated KleenWrap and KleenRunner are not perforated when manufactured, like
any surface protection product it is possible for tears or perforations to occur from normal construction
activity. Please keep this in mind when liquid is spilled on it or tracked on it.
If you have questions please call us at 800-515-6406. Thank you.
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